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WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY: Partly cloudy
with a few scattered afternoon or evening thundershowers mostly in east portion today. Fair and. somewhat cooler tonight.

YOUR PROGRESSIVE H 0 as 101 NEWSPAPER,FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

Murray, Kentucky, Wednesday Afternoon, June 30, 1948

BOWLING GREEN
COUPLE FOUND
MURDERED TODAY

RIiiJ Inspection

Of Fire- Hazards
To Begin IIèrc
Murray Rated
'Poor' By
State Inspector

e'

BOWLING GREEN, Ky, June 30.
(UPI—Dr. C B. Martin. about SO,
and his wife. Martha Wallis Martin, about 75, were found murdered in A blood-smeared bedroom of their colonial country
home a few miles froqf Bowling
Green
The bodies were found by Joe
Emerson, 63, a painter, who had

4--

BOND FORFEITED
BY HAZEL MAN IN
MANSLAUGHTER

•
Inspection .of Murray's business
district yesterday by a deputy
r State Fire Marshall brought an
Unsatisfactory report. Fire Chief i The $2,500 bond posted by Ira
William Spencer said today.
I Windsor. route I. Hazel, for his apThe inspector said----thek- een1 pearance Tuesday in Graves Circuit
manslaughter
ditions here are "poor.7 He point- Court on a voluntary
ed out a number of fire hazards charge, was forfeited yesterday by
Stahr when
in the district surrounding the Circuit Judge Elvis J.
an apcourthouse square. Most of the Windsor failed to put in
a
hazards were trash piles in alleys pearance. Judge Stahr issued
bench warrant for Windsor's arand even in some buildings. "
As a result of this report. said rest.
rigid inspection
Windsor was inaicted by the
Spencer, more
will be conducted by the fire de- March grand jury on the manpartment. An intensive Inspection slaughter charge. He is alleged to
Billy doe
tour of the city will be started have run over and killed
Burnham on November 5, 1947
Immediately, he said.
Those who have fire hazards near young Burham's home be
on
on their property will be notified tween Pilot Oak and Dukedom
94. Burnham
Highway
Kentucky
necessteps
take
to
expected
and
school
!ary to eliminate the situation. If had just alightedfrom a
in the after
the hazard is not eliminated within bus about 3:30 o'clock
accident oci•ured. .
a reasonable length of time. said noon when the
Spencer. he will be forced to take
action as prescribed by the State
Fire Marshall
Chief Spencer stressed the point
doesn't intend to get
that he
"tough- but hopes that everyone in
the city will cooperats with the fire
department in eliminalf -ig ffre
hazards. He said his primary in* terest is to cut down the number
'rhe American Legion post in
of fires in Murray.
will have their annual
Muray
of
An Inspection will be made
the city park Thursday
at
picnic
dwellall business housesa private
6:30. Those attending
at
evening
t (rigs and public buildings.
will bring a basket lunch whiCh
will by set on a community picnic
florid& Gets British Belle
.
table
night
(UP)—A
The regular Thursday
TALLAHASSEE. Fla
in conjUncstone from the bomb battered meeting will be held
elecHouse of Commons in England has lion with the picnic. Officers
will
come to rest in Florida archives ted at the last quarter meeting
this time.
It was presented to Gov. Millard be installed at
A special invitation to the picnic
F. Caldwell by Rear Admiral Gilissued to all ex-servicemen
is
'S.
U.
the
of
Stockton
B
christ
of the
naval reserve in Jacksonville, Rep- whether they are memhrs
according
resenting the American and Brit- American Legion or not,
to Allan Rose, commander.
ish commonwealths

U.S. To Stay
st.

InBerliji

Green, Ky., June 30.
Bowling '
(UP( — Sheriff Broadley Davenport said this afternoon that Harry
Edward Kilgore, 25. Glasgow had
confessed the brutal. murder of Dr.
and Mns C B. Martin at their
onial home near here early thIp
morning.

CP

ays 3,1shall

MILLER CROSS
ROADS TO HAVE
col- BROADCAST

Hints Of Measures
To Deal With
Russian Blockade

WASHINGTON. June 30. (UP)—
Secretary of State George C. Marshall said today that "we intend
The annual July Fourth celebra- to stay" in Berlin.
tion at Miller Cross Roads will be
He said the United States shares
held ,Saturday. July 3..
occupation of Berlin as a result
An all-day program will be of- of four-power agreementfered by artists from radio station
-The Soviet attempt to blockade
WTPR, Paris and Mid-West Melothe German civilian population of
diers of station KFUO, St. Louis.
Berlin raises basic 'questions of
Local talent will also be invited to
import with which we exA two-hour broadcast serious
perform.
pect to deal promptly." Marshall
Grove
the
in
stand
band
the
from
said in a formal statement.
will be sent by direct wire over
There was no immediate elaborstation WTPR
Cold drinks, eats, Including fish ation as to what measures this
in the
with coffee will be in abundance,. government might take
according to officials. Iced water face of the Soviet blockade-Marshall's statement was prewill be available free. '
This.is the seventh year that .1. pared at Walter Reed Hospital
M. Thomas and W. W. Perry have where he is undergoing a 10-day
been sponsors of the etient.
physical examination- It was isAccording to Thomas: The grove sued by a state department press
is
everyone
where
place
is a cool
officer.
Invited tit have_a g_ood time. A
Maialiait piooiised that maxibe
will
charge
small admission
mum use would be made of air
parking
free
colleetgd. Plenty of
transport to continue supplying
space is available
the( civilian population of Berlin.
"It has been found after study
that the tonnage of foodstuffs and
supplies which can he lifted by air
is greater than had at first been
assumed," Marshall said.

been working on the house for
several weeks. He and a neighbor,
tenant farmer J. H Hood. 50, callSHOWING OLYMPICS FORM—Col. Frank Krutz of Los Angeles does a back somersault.
ed county and city authorities.
.
and
demonstrating the form that won him a berth on the U. S. Olympic teams of 1932
At first, it was thought that
1936, as well as the cancelled games of 1940. Col. Krutz has been in the Air Force since
both had been killed by blows an
1937. arid friends are trying to persuade him to try out for the team this year, in the trialS i
the back of the head with an axe
to he held la-Detroit July 9-11.
or similar weapon But later examination at a funeral home re1
vealed that Martin had been shot
twice in the temple, and Mrs Martin was Shot-mice in the back of
the head.
Martin was considered a well
to-do landowner He owned the
320-acre farm on which he lived,
The Calloway County Health
and another 240-acre farrni_in anpartment and the Communicable
oilier part of the county- 14 had
died
Disease Center announce that the
90
Luton
Mrs Mary Jane
no known enemies, a brother paidmuses- with DDT is
apt ay«ing
at 10:15 p.m Tuesday at the home
- .6
'
.-.''.------- :"'------- ...--' - will
continue
and
on
going
now
STOCK_ of her son. Garnet Luton, at HarST. LOUIS NATIONAL
until_every resident of the city of
din Mrs- Luton had been in poor
(USDA)
(UP)
30
June
III,
YARDS,
the
seroffered
Murray has been
health for a number of years. but
7,000; bulk
salable
8400.
Hogs
vice.
gilts death was attributed to injuries
.180 to 230 lb barrows and
A house to house canvass is being
sustained in a fall Stine 24.
28.50 to 2875: practical top 2875:
made by contact men for the purSurvivors include one son. Garone lot 29; market steady to 25c
pose of arranging a spray date and
Luton, a grand-daughter. Mrs
higher than Tuesday's average, net
NEW YORK, June 30. (UP)—
collecting the fee of-$.1.00 per famof Goldon Pond,
heavier hogs steady to 25c lower; Irene Lenea,ve
ily from those who desire the spray
neices and nephews. The city's 5,000,000 straphangers
Russia's announcement earlier
240 to 270 lbs 27 to 28, 280-300 lbs and several
service.
Mrs. Luton was a member of the bid goodby to the nickel subway
of her "hope" that the rail block25 50 to 26730: 130 to 150 lbs 24 50
on
no
finds
man
If the contact
Church. Fun- fare today. At midnight tonight the
to 2650, sows 21 75 to 2375, stags Golden Pond Baptist
PEORIA. Ill. 'June 30. - (UPi— ade can be lifted soon was greeted
athome when he calls he will leave
eral services were held in the Old fare becomes 10 cents
15 to 18, boards, 13 to 15.
ld johnny Dicker- here with mixed feelings of-cauTwelve-year-o
and
signed
a card which must be
After that, about all that a
Salem cemetery chapel at 2:30
in fair, condition tion and relief
reported
was
calves
son
2.500:
salable
3.200.
Cattle
mailed in at once if the spray serthis afternoon under the direction nickel will buy is threi, minutes today after a 250-pound HinuilayThere were evreisions of opcattle
of
supply
salable,
all
1200,
vice is desired.
of. of the Rev H L. Lax of Paducah of noise on a juke box or a three- an bear at Glen Oak Park
timism thatjhe chance of serious
There are but few people who light; about' 14 loads of steers per_ Burial was in the Old Salem cern...- minute telephone call.
-west- trouble might be avertbit off his left arm.
would willingly eat the refuse fered: cows making about 35
No ceremonies were planned, alut officials are aware that if
ter)'.
The youngster climbed over a
found in a garbage dump or even cent of total Count, opening trade
O'Dwyer
William
Mayor
though
funeral
H. Churchill
The J
the bears the Soviet restrictions are eased.
in their own garbage cans. Yet active and strong; one load average home was in charge of arrange- returned today from a vacation in safety fence surrounding
cage late yesterday tce_feed the they can ...clamp down again to
those who permit flies td visit foo4 choice steers 38: several loads low
Puerto Rico in order to be present
ments
animal some -grapes." The bear' keep the welttern allies on edge
in the kitchen or on the , dinner and average good steers. 33 to 35;
at the changeover . _
mix
Toughy, a vegetarian from the in the "cold wail'".
table do unknowingly eat the filth good Id low choice heifers and
. At midnight, transit workers viall
24 to
of India,
Himalyan;-"Mountains
that is found in those places, health ed yearlingi 31 th 36: medium.
convert the coin slots in the subLONDON. June 30(CPL.—British
reached" through the bars and pul30: common 'to medium beef cows
officials pointed out.
3.390
system's
elevated
way
and
14 to
led the boy flat up against (hem. troopa will remain in Berlin, de- The disease germs and filth are 18 to 22: canners and cutters,
turnstiles. Change booths will _he'22 to
The bear knawed at the arm spite all Russia attempts to drive
picked up on the hairy legs and 1710; medium to gird bulls
of
gin doling out the 27 1.2.-Z..
veal20;
to
17
common
and
cull
24;
A
B Eads. park concessionaire. out the Western powers, Foreign
her
into
and
taken
fly
body of the
dimes 110.000100) w,hich were sent
to
24
choice
and
good
steady:
ens
through a ring of horri- Secretary Ernest Sevin told the
pushed
a
gets
into
stomach. When she
here by the Philadelphia mint to
House of Commons today, but he
15 to 24.
fied spectators, grabbed a cane and
home she wades right into food 27: common to medium
now
nickels
of
replace.dae-hilllions
v.(Lrned that a "grave situation"
Sheep 2.800, salable 2.500: run in!themselves bound to vote ..for the with her dirty feet.
shoved it down the bear's throat
To make
might result.
in_jdreUlation.
Two anti-Truman Democrats to- IPresident. despite the pledge they matters worse before she can eat cludes .2 loads medium grade Texas
Theanimal relinquished his grip
yesterday
Murray
of
city
The
Bevin replied for tle government
clipped la`rnbsa remainder practicafter bitiog off the arm.
day came away from separate talks signed three months ago to sup- any solid food she must bring up a
auction approglin a full-dress debate on British
ally all springers; top spring lambs bought at public
stomown
the
arm
her
to
the
from
bear
clung
of
But
liquid
drop
Eisenhower
D.
with Gen. Dwight
policy in Germany which was opengood and mately two acres of land from
port "'him.
ach to dissolve the food. Flies have 32 to all interest; bulk
for 45 minutes and released it
Gearge Hart aned by Former Foreign Secretary
with high hopes but few words.
choice 30 to 31.50, market fully 50c TVA, Mayor
Dewey—Gov. Thomas E. Dewey no teeth or chewing organs.
zoo
atand
only
after
firemen
Anthony Eden, deputy leader of the
nounced today The land purchasa got together with his No. 1 foreign
Cl
Sen. Olin D Johnston,
numerous in higher that, Tueliday; nrldium to ed
Mosquitoes are
pressuic
high
played
tendents
opposition, with a demand that
is where the city wells and
a leader in the draft-Ike-for-presi- policy expert. John Foster Dulles, Murray because of nearness to sev- good spring lambs 25 to 29; nothing
on
him:
hoses
Britain "stand firm" in the Berlin
offerings: aged pumping station are located.
dent movement, said iteliad "a very'to talk over the international situa- eral- sfteams and lakes which con- done on old crop
Dickerson, crisis,
Meanwhile, young
The price paid for the plot of
slaughter ewes main
nice chat" with the general for 45 tion. Dulles, who is a U. S. dele- stitute breeding places. These lit- sheep steady:
remained - conscious
had
R C. Harp has accepted employ- who
that
Expressing determination
ground was $4,100. said Mayor Hart.
ly 8 to 9.50
minutes yesterday in New Ybrk.
gate to the 'United Nations, called tle pests spread malaria.
ment by the city in the fire depart- throughout the ordeal, was rushed British occupation forces shall not
presfor
(aver
candidate
surfaces
Eisenhower
walk
cannot
Insects
presidential
for
"rm still
on the GOP
ment. He was formerly employed to a hospital. Surgeons amputated be driven from the German capital
ident," Johnston said. "But I pre- al his Pawling. N Y. farm. Dewey sprayed with DDT and live. Resithe stump of his left arm at the by the Soviet starvation blockade,
at the Sykes lumber yard.
right
is
this
chemical
more
with
Earl
dual
spraying
and his running mate. Gov.
* aii fgr riot to say anything
Mr. Harp has been a resident of shoulder in a two-hour operation. Bevin warned in solemn tones of
protectof
method
known
the
best
Warren, reportedly decided during
Attendant!: said he was "resting the possibility that a "grave situnow."
Murray for four years, moving here
the ing homes against diseases that may
ation" might.,result from the deWilliam Ritchie, Nebraska Demo- yesterday's conference to make
from Livingston county He is now cegnfortably" today.
among
of for- be brought by insects. Chief
a 10-day training per- 'too-keeper Dick Houlihan said cision of the Western powers to
undergoing
cratic chairman, predicted after administration's handling
and eign policy a major campaign issue. its virtues is the fact that when
iod to become familiar with the the bear and his mate. "babe." hold their lectors of Berlin.
conferring with Eisenhower
retains its
Wallace — Henry A. Wallace's properly applied DDT
had been docile during the eight
"Should such a situation arise."
been a'p- cont.ract will be effective for two equipment at the fire station.
has
Tolley
Raymond
a A party leaders in New York that the
ballot effectiveness for months.
years they had been at the zoo. he said. "we shall have to ask the
beginning July 1 and runyears
Murray
at
forthcoming Democratic convention third party ran into more
postmaster
pointed
Residents of Murray are urged
Supreme
Houlihan said 'he had entered the House to face it. Big...Majesty's
Postmaster ning to June 30, 1950
" wit - select "nutslailding men who trouble. The Oklahoma
by the health department to take State College. city
governmept and the %fasten allies
Court rejected an appeal by the
bear's cage almost daily.
Mr Tolley operated a tourist
will al`cept the nomination."
now. Harry Sledd announced today.
spraying
this
of
advantage
The animal was a favorite with can see no alternative but that
Rittiiie, who broke with Mr. Tru- Progressive party to place Wallace's When the Communicable Disease
The appointment came from the camp in St, Paul. Minn. for a
in Noof surrender----and none of us can
to
children who visited the zoo.
man during the president's recent name on the state ballot
spraying, the home assistant Postmaster General in number of years. He returned
en- center does the
accept surrender."
"non-political" western tour, refus- vember. The- third party has
part of the cost. Washington D. C Bids were sub- Murray last summer. He will begin
pays
only
owner
in
Bevin suggested that the-Russians
difficulties
RECEIVES THANKS
the college toed to talk about his meeting with countered similar
he federal government pays the mitted to Mr. Sledd and forward- his new position at
Meanwhile,
J M., Thomas today. received a *were trying to see how long WesEisenhower,. Nor would he elabo- Ohio and Vermont.
ed by, him to Washington - The morrowt.
PortFUKUI, Japan, June 30 (UP)_ letter from officials of a southern tern nerves would lag in the currate on his reference to "outstand- Wallace told an audience in
Workmen, toiling in the steaming railroad thanking him 'for the part rent cold war...
land. Me., that he and his following men,_
"There's no sign of them snapping
summer sun, searched today for ad• he played in having .an intoxicated
beWith the Philadelphia convention ers are the only ones "standing
yet." ,he- said drily.
ditional victims of Monday's earth- passenger evieted from a train.
aff unimaginonly 12 days away, Eisenhower was tween 'the world and
_
quake and fire that is expected to
denounced both
the main topic of conversation able tragedy." He
claim 5.000 dead
as war
Republicans
and
of
Democrats
•
regardless
Democrats,
among
Gen Douglas MacArthur's headwhether they were for or against parties.
quarters officially listed the death
DemocratRevolt—Two
Southern
International
him.
toll at 3.125 an dthe injured at 7,752
selection of
In Washington. Leon Henderson, ic senators said the
vilin Fukul City and neighboring
as GOP
chairman of Americans for Demo- Gov. Thomas E. Dewey
lages. Most Japanese and allied authe
Record
On
3:05
Devotional
cratic action, said Eisenhower boost- standard bearer has "solidified"
Morning
8:15
the"
thorities believed the number of
WINISS will go on
Station
improved
3:30 Postcard Parade
ers probably won't make any move Democratic ranks and
Thursday mornseriously injured would be more
Reveries
&win
o'clock
8:30
6-00
at
air
S. Air Force pilots at the Rhine-Main
BERLIN. June 30
chances. Sen.
4:00 Pleasure Through Music
to place him in nomination "if it President Truman's
of
than 10,000.
8:45 ,Down Melody Lane
thq ing. George Overbes, president
said
Fla.,
D..
by operations officers today on how
Holland.
btiefed
were
Along
Spessard
Frankfurt
Marching
in
President
4:30
airfield
with
contest
means a
Cole anbecause of the Murray Broadcasting
9:00 4omen Today
5:00 Twilight Time
Truman." But he said he -believed south is against Dewey
to avoid Soviet-designated barrage baham concentration areas on the,.
today.
nounced
rate equal5:30 Money Sings
9:15 Music for Thursday
• the President will offer to with- his opposition to freight
air corridor to Berlin.
An inSpector from the Federal
fair employ5:45 Jean Martin Show
9:45 In The Background
draw or throw the convention open. ity and his support of
gave
ns
Commission
Communicatio
A.
Carl
Sen.
News
Higher U. S. Air Force headquarters at Wiesbaden denied, however..
6:00
legislation.
1000 News
Mr. Truman may have something rent
CHICAGO. June 30 (UP)—Pro- that any concentration of Russian baloons had been 'raised. British ofNqati final approval to the new station
6:15 The Sportsman
10:05 Listen Ladies
to say about that tomorrow When Hatch, D., N. M., said the.
duce:
to- last night. said Overbey.
6:30 Meet Your World Artists
1015 Musical Varieties
ficers at the four-power safety center in Berlin said no barrage baloon
he holds his first news conference Yorker's nomination will "bring
Poultry: 31 trucks, the market
7:00 Charlie Spivak Serenades
were
p0:30 Lean Back and Listen
gether those (Democratic) elements
Personnel of the station
M more than a month.
briefing had been given to pilots here.
changes
price
No
steady.
Today
7:15 Washington
10:45 Flashes of Life
busy today making last-minute preElsewhere on the political front: which have been discordant"
single
47,
to
1-2
45
Twins
Cheese:
Orchestra
7:30 Len Foster
11:00 Songs of the South
Labor Vote—Rep. Getald W. Lan- perations for the first day of broadTruman—The President got good
daisies 48 1-2 to 51 1-2, Swiss 60 to
8:00 News
of casting
11:30 News
director Mrs.
.Program
news from Pennsylvania but omin- dis, R., Ind.. a ranking member
62,
for the Evening
Music
8:05
the
Show
said
Little
11:45
followcommittee,
labor
the
announced
House
The
the
Clara Griffin
ous reports from California.
Butter: 657179 pounds, the mar8:30 Between the Lines
1200 Lunch With Lombardo
HAIFA. June 30 (UP)—The last British military flag to fly over
Pennsylvania delegation to the GOP has -even chance" of getting ing program for tomorrow:
ket ,nervous 93 score 82. 92 score
and His Band
Brown
Les
8:45
Headlines
News
pm
12.15
because
yeaeo
thia
Palestine was hauled down from the administration building in the Haifa
6 m. Sipat on
National Convention the labial- vote
Democratic
80. 90 score 78 Carlots 90 score 79,
9:00 From The Records
.
11
12.20 Rhythm Ranch
6:05 Hayldtt Jamboree
aort today. ending 30 years of Brill:eh military occupation.
endorsed him for another term, The of its. "liberal" ticket: President
78
89 score
9:15 Old Chisholm Trail
1:00 All Star Dance Parade
6:15 Farnb Fair
mixkeystone state has 74 votes at the Dan Tobin of the AFL Teamsters
whites
With that final act, Lt. Gen. G. H. A. Machlillap, Bran& commander
and
Eggs: (Browns
9:30 Behind the World News
1:15 ToGay In History
a
6:30 Joe parker -and- :The Sunconvention. But in Los Angeles. an Union. who has returned to be
ed) 18,089 cases, the market steady. in Palestine, stepped aboard a launch and was then to the cruiser
the Masters
from
Music
9:45
Souvenirs
130
Album
shine Bqys
Influential member of the dilitor- de?egate to the Democratic convenExtras 70 to 89 per cent A 46 1-2 to Phoebe in the harbor. He was the last British soldier to leave Palestine.
10:10 News
2:00 Stars on the Horizons
47
1-2, extras .150 to 70 per' cent A
nia delegation said Mr Truman may tion, called on Mr. Truman yester- 6.55 rays
Memoirs
Musical
1d:15
Platter
Thus the British withdrawal from Palestine was completed : one
2:15 Off the
Viike-up Serenade
45, standards 40 to 42 1-2, cur•
to
43
lose a majority of the state's 54 day. But he brustaltd, off questions
Serenade
Dream
45
fit
Hour
Half
2:30 A Hillbilly
MUods
before, the target date. August 1.
Morning
month
7.30
the
support
would
he
whether
said
on
1-2.
rent receipts 38 1-2, checks 35
Votes on the first ballot. He
11:00 Sign-off
3:00 News
,
8:00 News
many delegates do not consider President for the tibmination,

DDT Spraying Program IIRS.11ARY JANE
WON DIES AT
Underway In Murray
HOME OF SON

AMERICAN LEGION
TO HAVE ANNUAL
PICNIC THURSDAY

LIVESTOCK

1

Nickel Subwa
Fare Ends
In New York

i

Bear Bites Arm
Young Boy
Peona Zoo

CITY BUYS PLOT
OF GROUND AT
PUBLIC AUCTION

Political Roundup I

ie!

Vol. XX; No. 13

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

R. C. Harp Takes
Job With City
Fire Department

Postmaster Appointed
At Murray State College

Ap

Death Toll
Expected to Reach
5,000 In Japan

New Radio Station Ready To
Go On Air 6 a.m. Thursday

Situation It

U. S. Pilots Briefed On Barrage Baloons

PRODUCE

Britaina Complete Withdrawal

'

•

•
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THE LEDGER & TIM, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES

stroyer wino of .jolly disposition.' cast at them. Because
is his fathers and mothers, church mem
prominent business men awl
energetic, and made his saloon at- saloon that caused
deaths of the' bers,
who had* not done anything
tractive and comfortable. Had the others. Was
alone the cause of' others
people been as earnest in routing those
in stirring up public sentiment to
the saloon as he was in keeping
o! No! For present were many remove the temptation of that
W. PERCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
it. it would have been gone Ion
silent partners, among whom were saloon.
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. GENERAL MANAGER.
ago.
The Bible says: "A u
known'
APublislied afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St, Murray, Ky.
by its fruits." The
oon tree bore
Entered at the Post Ofirce, Murray. Kentucky, for transmission as
fruit of rear
nd iremorae. Some
Second Class Matter
Increased rates for local ex haute telephone pervise_aiell
of thos
o ate its branshes and
its sap. while under its inintra-state message toll serv ce in the State of Kentasiky
--SUBSCRIPTION RATES:' By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per
uence. committed the
crimes
;month, 65c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 83.50. elsefiled with the Kentuen P tic Service Commission June
i which rent them to prisons and a 1
here $5.50.
22, 1948.
few to the penitentiary .for life. Yet •
,
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO., 903•Sterick
i the. masses were content to - dos.e TO BE('OME EFEECTIt'E Jl'I.Y 16, 1948.
Building. Memphis. Term: 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
e Kentucky Statutes are as
provisions
the
of
under
Oil.
doz.:
on.
Ave, Chicago; 80 Boylston St., Boston.
During those disgraceful years. in,
lows:
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
that vicinity, there was no Tern- Murray:
penance Society or Law and Order.
LOCAL SERVICE, MONTHLY RATE
We reserve the right to reject any Adverttsing. Letters to the Editor
no League or Courts of Inquiry was
or Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
For Classes of Service Offered Under Applicable Tariffs
culled to combat the evil. The City
ad our readers.
RESIDENCE
BUSINESS
Councilmen were usually friends of
Individual Line
$3.00
Individual"Line
$6
the, saloon.
Wednesday Afternoon, June 30, 1948
2-Party Line
2.50
The wages of Sill is death. A
5.5
2-Party Line
crisis came suddenly. It was a
2.25
4-Party Line
4.40
4-Party Line
beautiful Sabbath tlay and many
Rural Line
2.00
Rural -Li,ne
3
were gathered in the den of inSERVICE
TELEPHONE
SEMI-PUBLIC
two
than
We read in a national magazine more
iquity. The Saloon glasses were
message revenue:
months ago that there would be a revival of the "cold war"
filled and refilled as they drank to Dally guarantee required from local
Ind.
Flat Rate of: Daily Guarantee
At
exchanges
Bus.
withMonthly
teach
and
country,
others
health.
conventions
in
this
national
right after the
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"
from the German,
INEDI
a householder; a deliveryman may MORE INDEPENDENT E
headed 9/19 Charles Douglas. and
Lacey sprang to his feet. "Now.
trid over a hose left carelessly on
they believe that Bruno is being took here-"
NED!
victimized. They expect him to
Lee Guy reached out a powerful', the sidewalk; even a friend visibe given a sham trial, turned hana. and Lacey sat qpwn nara 't ting in the home may be injured.
loose for lack of evidence, then
"Don't ever try any bluffs on me 'All of these can sue and usually
NED!
seised by the mob. To prevent Lacey," Douglas warned. "I know
DD1:
this, they imprison Judge White- all about you. You murdered your i collect heavy damages.
Di
1
cotton in Hudson's hotel. Then. woman in Nevada and was senCovers All ilecfzents
Jim's
Ben obtains evidence that
tenced to hang. The only reason
Liability policies are now writrob:cgroC;I()
1:;
•
•
:
Di
to
brother Bill, an underling of,- you didn't was because you man- ten with premiums of as little
as
Douglas. was seen near
aged to escape What do you want ;10 a year.to cover not only these
t
cabin shortly before the murder. /for the jewels?"
tir
•
vi:211;
On the strength of this. Ben per"The German claimed they were contingerreies. but -also to include
accidents away from the hornssuedes Whitecotton to grant worth twenty thousand dollars."
MO
.
Bruno a change of venue. He
"He lied. You're broke and a site, such as a home-owner's dog mmm0no
and the two girls accompany mining camp is a poor place to sell biting someone or damaging a
Bruno and a deputy sheriff on diamonds. I'll give you a thousand neighbor's property; damage causthe trip to Fort Boise. On the dollars for them."
ed by one's children; brteks fallway, the stage is attacked by
Lacey emitted a despairing groan.
ing onto a neighbor's house, and
road agents.
"All right, you've got me."
Douglas said, "Here's your thou- almost any other conceivable kind
CHAPTER X
sand. You stick around and take Of accident.
•
eitbe orders and you'll' make far 'more
In recent years, extended or MORE
SHERIFF PRENN, a fthas
been
departure of Bruno and his than you ever could by robbing eight-point coverage
dumb Dutchmen."
companions for Fort Boise, lost
DS COMBINED!
Thus summarily dismissed, Lacey made available in fire insurance MORE
no time in getting over to the pocketed the gold coins he had re- contracts at very slight esitra cost.
This includess, property' damage MORE
ceived and took his departure.
COMBINED!
Palace Hotel.
STR
"If I were you, Charles. I'd have caused bji wind, hail, xplosion.
He hesitated to wake Douglas at
one
of
Al's
men
quietly
bump
off
riot, _civil commotion, • aircraft, MORE INDEPENDENT EXPERTS SMOKE LUCKY STRI
that hour, but he routed out Lee
COMBINED!
guy. After a brief conference, they that gambler." Gad Moore said. "I smoke and vehicles. One need not
don't
like
him."
Ridgley.
and
Al
aroused Gad Moore
MBINEDI
"He's harmless. And I've got a experience an actual fire to col- HOME INDEPE N DENT EXPERTS SMOKE LUCKY STRIKE
The latter two decided that the
German, Zapp. lect for smoke damage with such
matter was of enough urgency to use for him. That
blames Warren for the loss of his a contract- Loss caused laV "sud- MORE INDEPENDENT EXPERTS SMOKE LUCKY STRIKE RE.'.; •
NEDL
justify waking Douglas. himself.
Before they got around to this, Jewelry. Warren must have a pretty den, unusual and faulty operation
however, a number of the other good idea that Lacey got the rocks. of any heating or cooking unit" MORE INDEPENDENT EXPERTS SMOKE LUCKY STRIKE REGU
If I know Warren at all, he's going
guests had been aroused: among
Is covered
.them, Bill Bloxham and Roy Lacey. to get after Lacey about 'em and
Immediate Transfer
'
Lacey
is
going
to
turn
'em
over
to
MORE INDEPENDENT EXPERTS SMOKE LUCKY STRIFE REGULAR
"Blast you, Prenn. if you've let
In buying a house it is vital that
him. Can you think of a better way
trly brother's murderer git away, to put a crimp in Warren than
to the purchaser arrange to have the MORE INDEPENDENT EXPERTS SMOKE LUCKY STRIKE REGULARLY \
I'll have your heart out," Bloxham
catch him with those Jewels?"
Insurance transferred immediately
threatened.
"It
would
be
fine.
if
he's
fool
"Oh, you will?" the sheriff
when the deed is delivered- Not. MORt INDEPENDENT EXPERTS SMOKE LUCKY STRIKE REGULARLY T
enough
to
fall
for
it."
Moore
said.
snarled. "Let me tell you some"We'll wait and see what he does (yen five minutes should be per- I
COPS, 001 ANERKAN TOILACCO COMPANY
thing: I couldn't disobey a court
muted to elapse, because in that
order, and if you want to know when he comes back. Call Bill back
in
here."
can
strike
and
the
time
disaster
why Whitecotton ordered it, it was
to save your bacon. They've got
LOXHAM had lost most of his
-1..".••41113•MEMMIEIMINCILX.r.7
evidence to show-"
braggadocio since he had heard
"Shut up!" a voice broke in, and
there
was evidence against him.
Charles Douglas stood before them.
"Bill. it appears you were mighty
"Come into my office, all of you."
careless about who you let see you
followed him eagerly. He the day you killed your brother."
Douglas said
'
Frseated himself at his desk.
"I never said I killed my brother."
"Speak your piece, Prerm."
"You didn't need to." Douglas
"Look. Douglas. if I got a fist
horse and cut through the hills-" smiled. "We knew it all the time.
What
I want to do bow is get our
Bloxham began.
"You might hide out before they business organized. When I took
over your gambling debts, you owed
grab you for Jim's murder."
Bloxham turned white. "Chief. sixteen thousand dollars. When I
told you to dig up or take a piker's
you don't mean to imply-"
"Shut up. Who're their witnesses medicine, you said you could get the
money from Jim. He wouldn't let
against Bill. Sheriff?"
wheels and,even with its low silhouette,
"They wouldn't say, But they you have It. You went to Croker
in any American stock car-yet road
Hudson amazes motor-car world by
and
Bentz in Port Boise for a loan
this breathtakingly beautiful motor car
know every move he made the day
clearaner is ample!
using vital "step-down" zone-not
They
told
you
they'd
let
you
have
Jim was killed"
gives you more •head room than any
available in any other car-to bring
That's why Hudson has a hug-the-road
the money if Jim would sign your
"Pure guesswork. probably,"
uther inass-prodireed car built today!
you riding qualities and safety beyond
may of going. even in cross-m, in.'s. and
note. You forged his name. To keep
scares
"Whitecotton
said.
Douglas
anything known before!
Hudson's use of the vital "step-down"
on es cry conceivable kind of highway.
mighty easy. We won't know Just him from exposing you, and to
make sure you'd inherit his money
ions' in its exclusive. all steel Monobilt
When you see how this ear takes even
what to do until Ned Bunton and
fast, tooWord's
going'
'round-and
before he married, you killed him
bra7y-and-frame" is a development that
the sharpest curves, it trill spttif you for
his boys get in."
'
'that I!iiilson gives you a -sweet:* smooth.
"Now, here's the point Bill. I
required years of engineering work, the
any Wiwi type of autmnolsile! You sense
Al Ridgley smiled knowingly, took the money you paid me to buy
safe ride that is a new high in ins tor-car
perfection of new production techniques,
I his delightful conformity to -the road
but the others looked'puzzled. performance!'
up your note from Croker and
and millions of dollars in highly spethe minute you betin your ride: and this
"You don't think we're leaving Bentz It's still a forged note. I'll
Perham you've heard pleased and proud
cialized new plant investment. Perhaps
the only two roads into the Basin give you that note when YOU sign
stability, phis the' proteTtion of riding
Hudson owners talking about this- exunwatched these days. do you?" over your interest in Jim's estate,"
this explaios why Hudson alone offers
encircled by a Thinly box-seetjon oeel
Douglas asked
citing new experience. lint here's somethis new design principle today.
"But Mr Douglas. Jim had at
frame.
rives You a grand feeling of safe
"And Fm bettin' two to one that least fifty thousand dollars In gold
thing you may have missed hearing:
nearest Hudson dealer has a booklet
The
Fort
Boise
don't
int
to
zette
C
and his share of that mine may be
-yours for the asking-which explains
ride lies
The key to this °miring
Satittria th6 ear is as downright satisve.",littda ley offered.
worth lot more than that," Blow.
how "stepping down" brings you advanin that area just tinder the floor of the
fying 119 stretching out in your favorite •
Douglas' voice was decisive. "One Sam protested.
tages beyond anything known before!
average ear. which in the New Illudson
easy chair. Vim ride on seats that are
way or another we're loth' to get "Perhaps But don't forget we'll
Hudson Motor Car Co., Detroit
becomes the "step-down" zone-as illuslowered and cradled ahead of the rear
him. It means more than It ever orotect you from a murder charge."
•Trodlaanori and mantels Mande.
did. There's thousands to be made
"We ought to have a written contrated in the sketches at the right.
or
next
two
country
in
the
in this
fession to see that he keeps his barThis "ship-down" zone is all-important.
three years and the pickings in a gain." Moore put in.
because experience has shown that the
mining country never last longer
"Yes you and him can fix that tip
MIN NOW
lower to the ground a ear can be built.
than that We've got the organiza- after awhile. All you have to do
LOIN ••••
tion and, what's more, we control now. Bill, is sign over your claim on
the better it will handle, the more sta.9100.
UM COSMO
the Vigilance Committee - some- Jim's property."
will
be,
bility it will have, the safer it
OP 011Avit•
09 011.10111y
thing no other gang like ours ever
So frightened was Bloxham that
and thus the more enjoyable and comdid This Casette ousiness Is a chal- ne signed the document without
$111•0011VM1
COMO
fortable will be your ride.
lenge. If they get Cazette away and even reading it. Later, he put his
WAIANCI
viselessca
props
it
knocks
.he
Hudson
has
accomhang Bill here
Hudson, and
alone,
signature to a confession.
from under ug-.-We've got to stop it,
miracle vt
l
plished a near
•
NEW 1•1101.0* I lere the iminwintil •pnr*. beOTVIER CAI S
1,e yeas van tee that any ear
and to do that we've ant to put a
(To be continued)
e, rondortstrrandinibg and smooth,
ta«. frame member., ateuett relieve, bee...
a 01. Mow ',It tura ef the frame. as atm.to alma
crimp in two men John Paul Hud- (The characters in this serial are
-type
of
base
new
able riding with a
usterealown •• /IMP 11 highly nettultattaitien
aware
leilaeen
1he
144diee
U•a•
rat
inflow
trat.
t
GM*
tr.
son and Ben Warren."
fictitious;
frame which surrounds the passenger
tr. interior porwenger rtroanitem that emote.•
,iw-relawe
hy
"I'll OE Warren," said Bloxham.
COP7:11912t, 1942. or Prank C Robertson
compartment. and thus permits the floor
.
new, lower renter of Cant5. taie-h in turn
a
thew 071 tep el Ihe frame. 1 lar• lentilla
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HAVE A BITE, KID-One
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way to beat the housiiportage
is to move la with someone who has an apartme0which is
Just what Clis robin did. Building her nest on secondfloor ledge of the I. J. Farkas home in Akron, Ohitie robin
hatched two youngsters and settled down to a 1114 domes-.
ticity. Here, it's lunchtime.

ith main .
it within
class of

Yanks Take First Game An
Place In Start Of Red Sox Sen

sat $ .40
!of
.25
of
.15

y Byrne
By CARS 1.1'NDOUIST ---- - -them shutouts.
United Press Spots Writer
preceded Lopat's i job with
blanking i Detroit.
- a two-hit
NEW YORK, June 30.
„New York made I ts off three
First blood and second place Boston pitchers. b mg eight
were the rewards today for the singles and a doubl . the third.
Yankees who made an "Anniver- fourth, and fifth in s to take
sary Waltz'' of their first game in a 5 -0 lead off startc I Parenell.
the important series with the Red Tommy Henrich h ed in the
Sox, winning it 7 to 0.
eighth for the Yan final run
-The Yankees, thinking back to after Phil Rizzuto kea. Went
June * of 1947, remembered that to third on a vir pitch and
as the historic date when they be- scored on a passe 11 in the
gan their 19-game winning streak same round,
which gave them the pennant
The Yankees tool4er second
with., plenty to spare
piece from the Ales whose
ea
was
With lefty Ed Lopat throwing seven game winni trk
what looked like ping-pong balls, ended at Philadelphi# the Senthe Red Sox batters, swung des- ators, or more specif Sy by Mark
perately but futilely, getting only Christman. Meek ik, usually
three insignificant singles Lopat's 'just a big
"out" she lineup.
victory actually made the Yankees hit a homer, a two ritriple, and
"three-up" on their 1947 streak a one-run single att
cored the
since they currently have won fifth run himself . ashington
three games in a row, two of topped the A's 5 to , inc relief
pitching by Earl la insured
•••
the victory after th 's took a
2 .to 0 lead against ly Wynn
Eddie Joost hit a tjr for the
A's.
Bobby Feller too like the
master of old when opped his
ouser in
keenest rival. Hal
no cona battle that proved
JOAN DAVIS
test - as the lndianr4pped he
Tigers, . to 2 at Djt. Feller
'EDDIE CANTOR
scattered eight hits,tttck out
in
eight and walked _bu o Manager Lou Boudreau gm off to
a winning start witt two run
first Inning homer J egan also homered for Cleve
his fifth
Lefty Bill Wight
e White
victory of the season
and FRIDAY
Sox, 4 to I over the as at St
"N.
red for
Louts Dove Philley
Chicago.
TOUGH!
Getting 17 hits, fiht them
TENSE!
homers. the Giants weleir fifth
TERRIFIC!
and TRUE!
straight game at i Braves'
field this season. top Boston.
EDWARD SIAALL
leafiue
11 to 3 and preventin
leaders from pulling y from
the second place Car id Gorrs and
don hit two of the
the second was with, bases
loaded-his third grandim blow
of the year.
The other Giant h4 were

$ .25
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Over
10000
$5.00
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3.50
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Ends TODAY

Over
100(10 •

2.00
100

"IF YOU
KNEW SUSIE"

3

THURSDAY

ule 4
50

Plat Rate
nat. Rate
Plat Rate
$1-50
'1.00

=VICIE
Ing from
tlipmenta
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,DENNIS O'KEEFE

ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS
Certified
Brake
Horsepower

d

7lat Rate
!fat Rate
partment
vu RICE -

OBC

MORE SPEED PErs DOLLAR!

Powerful

Sag. Rate
tag. Rate

5 HP

SEA-BEE OUTBOARD MOTOR
This powerful alternate firing twin pro1
2 to 12 mph in. an
vides speed from 1 /
Ordinasy rowboat. Has crutoteceic recoil
starter, lull pilot reverse, automatic tilt-up
-.2 cell piloting.
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WHY llappiflf Dowo
IS SO IMPORTANT TO YOU

new'

to be lowered dotcri within it. ReeiAsing

the floor creates the "step-down"' sone
and a center of gravity that is the /ou:est

high r••111",
tine er

grAsit*. mut either n high nue(
nt lie.art [4•11111.

by Whitey Lockman, Walker Coop- bush game of musical chairs.
Afterthree hours and 55 miner and Bill Rigney as Lefty ace
Warren Spahn and two other utes, the Cincinnati Reds won a
pitchers were mistreated Spahn I4-inning night game from Pittssuffered his fifth defeat while Ray burg, 6 to 5, on Howie Schultz
Post. Giant right hander. won his pineVit strigle that scored Ted
seventh against one loss.
Klusf?Wski. "r
The Cubs'turned on an old torYTSTERDAy'S STAR - Mark
menter, Harr (The Cat) Brecheen
Christman
cifJ the Senators," who
to
winning
a
3
of the Cardinals,
1 kittory by getting all of their
runs on five straight hits after two
were out in the sixth. Breehcen
gave up only three other hits as
he went down to his sixth loss
against 21 victories over the Cubs
in his career, but that wasn't good
Johnny
lefty
top
enough to
Schmitz, who gave up only lour
hits in winning his seventh game
A two-base error by outfielder
Furillo set up the tallies
Carl
which gave Philadelphia a 2 to
victory at Brooklyn. ending
IS 1
Ralph Branea's seven-game winning streak- Furillo dropped an
easy fly by Del Ennis and a double
'by Dick Sigler, a sacrifice and
iAndy ' Seminick's single followed
to provide the only Philly runs.
If its news nurager Lea Durocher
shuttled his lineup again as two
star invalids, catcher Bruce Edwards and outfielder Pete Reiser
returned to action.
Catcher Gil - Hodges went • to
first and first baseman Jackie Robinson to second in the latest Flat-

roan greater wifely, inumoyeat reatlialahly and
lined altaietette.
n

1
1/0619/

hit a homer, triple. and single to
account for all of the runs in a
5 to 3 victory that ended Philadelphia's seven-game winning streak.
Use our ciassxnea
get the businees.

LOOK!

aas—Tocm

LOOK!

Will Pay Fri. feud Sat. Only
27c
16c
Leghorn
rn
13c
Cox
38c
Springs
13c
Duck!
34c
Eggs .
Highest market price for
Reef Hides

k
SEE THE NEAREST HUDSON DEALER FOR THE FULL STORY OF THE IMPORTANCE

OF

"Stepping Down"

DUBLIN & DENTON

Priers Subject to Change
Without Notice

Seventh and Maple

Boggess Produce

GT
Phone 441
South 13th St.
Residence Phone 1034
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Women's• Page •
Miss Doris Ann Pool Is Married To
Bill Collins In Double Ring_ Ceremony
The bride was given in marriage
by her brother. Steven G. Pool.
She was gowned in white satip
fashioned with sweetheart neel6
line, long sleevet- forming a patrii
over the wrists and a fitted bodieti
and full skirt with medium train
• The bridal attire' was completed
with a fingertip veil distinguished
by lace embroidery. It was fastened to a crown of seedpearls and
silver beads. Her bouquet was
composed of calla lilies with streamers tied in love knots

We have anything you may need
in-the way ofInside orutside

Paris Road
Homemakers Meet '.
With Mrs. Blalock

—t.and Enamels.
Nuts, Varriistes

,The Paris Road Homemakers
club-met Friday afternoon in the
home of Mrs. Paul Blalock, Eleven
members were present and two
new members were added to the
roll. The new members were Mrs.
Eva Curd and Mrs Margie Hank- Thatmecting was caned ta order
by the, president Mn. Pat ThoniP-.
son.
•
It wasdecided to have a canning
clinic in July and a picnic in Aug', ust. The July meeting will be at
the home of Mrs. Pat Thompson.
Due to raile use meeting adjourned at an early hour

VENETIAN WADS
RUBBER TILE

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.
Phone

323

• LOCALS''
11,1.01d Schroader, of Washing'
ton, D. C., has been visiting his
mother, Mrs. J3.1Upda Schroader, and
other relatives in Murray this
week.
••
Mes Ronnie grumley has as her
house gtiest this week, Miss Helen
Ezell, of Hopkinsville.
••
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Shackelford
were week-end visitors in Mem•••
phis.
- 41- -•

.E. J. Trail is visiting his son, Fred
Trail, and family in Memphis.
• •

Mrs. Wm R. Furches. Mary and
Harry. and Mrs. T. S. Wilkerson are
For her weenier s wedding Mrs. pijoying a motor trip to .California
Pool chose a grey street length to visit relativei.
• •
dress with ,white accessories. Her
•
corsage waii red roses. The bide groom's mother wore a black :,?riel
Mrs. Clara Jacob has returned to
white crepe 4rer.s with white ae- her home in Louisville after a visitcessories. Her corsage was of red . ith her son, Si Jacob and family,
roses.
thts.eity.
••
. Immediately following the cereLittle
likss
Wanda
Wear, daughmony a small reception was held at
ter of Mr. aod Mrs. Daniel Wear
the home of the bride's parents.
Mrs. Collins chose all 'aqua dress of Nashville, has returned to her
lashiuned with seed pearls with horrie, Nllowing x,vi.sit with, her.
: Mrs. C. B.
white accessories for going _away- aunts, Miss Emily Weal
They will visit different points in Ford, and Mrs. Ronald Churchill.
'
*
Arkansas and Kentucky before they
'Mrs. Ruth Haney of Dixon, Tenn,
return to be at home on Buena
Vista Av"...-in Hifhland Park. Mich. is the guest of Miss Kathleen Pat=
mon, "North Fourth street.

Repaint & Repaper
NOW!

PLATE GLASS

.Attending the bride at_inaid of
honor was Miss June Watt whol
were a pink gown of satin and net.
It was designed with .eatin fitted
bodice, short sleeves. sweetheart
Deckline and full net skirt.—lier
head piece consisted of a tiara of
net. . and sequins which held a
shoulder length veil and she carried
a bouquet oLjailue carnationaTThe
bride's other lt tiClant was Miss
Katie Hill. who fike a blue fitted
gown. Her bou uet was of pink
carnations.
The duties of best man was
performed by Wade "'eel, brother
of the bride. Cordis James served
as an usher.
Preceding the ceremony Owen
Ray Settle sang -Because-. accompanied by Mrs. Riggs.

Murray, Ky.

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.

its five roonutwo psychiatrists.
two registered grseis and student
nurses at St asepla's staff the
clinic.
The place
e opposite of the
jall ceU atmos re. There are no
bars on the w we- Special stainless steel ear
roof screens substitute. The
s are light and
pleasant.
The every tay in the new
clinic is 10 to
ys. Psychiatrists
Mr and Mrs. Doyce Morris. ItlurNew Ward Opened
on duty cited cases of two vetray. sind Miss Inet-,Byar# attended - A new psychiatric ward has been erans who w treated and sent
baptismal serviceS. at. Hazel Sunday I opened. It has 12 regular beds in home In a
thy condition In
evening.
••
Mrs. Lucy Sinith, who has been
quite 'ill for several weeks, is reported unimproved today.
••
•
Mrs. Marshall Berry and ion
Dick, Washington, D. C., are spending the summer in Murray while
Mr. Berry is abroad working for
department. HaroldState
the
Sc.hroader accompanied Mrs. Berry and Dick to visit his mother.
MrS. Ben Schroeder,' and 'sister.
Mrs. Jack Fenner.

Club News

JO WILLIAMS, Editor — PHONE 374-M

Miss Doris Ann Pool, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ausic Pool of 227
East Buena Vista rive.. Highland
Park. Mich., and formerly of Mgtray, became the bride of. 3111 -Collins7 son of Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Collins of 3772 Lawrence Ave., Detroit. Mich.. in lice Highland Park
Free Will Baptist church on Thu
day evening. June 17. before als
'altar decorated with palmi add cut
flowers The R•-v.- RSymond Riggs
performed the double ring ceremony.
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• •

Mrs. Cletus McDaniel and baby.
Cletus Jr.. of
Detroit are the
guests of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald
Churchill. East
Maple
street.
•
••
Misses Sadie and Mary McClure
have returned from a visit in .De-

Activities Locals
Weddings

1

tour days They estimated it would
have taken eight to 12 mamba to
cure them under the old system of
sending them to jail and *Mt to
an institution.

ED]

Not everybody its
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& limes but nearly
everybody reads it.

EXTRA BIG!.

A "7"

that has actually

FOR Si
er hay
sin nu
10-foot
J. D.
Tenn.

Frigidaire

7.7 cu. ft. capacity

FOR SA
Conthit
W. Id
BuUdir

Refrigerator

_
Jailing of Insane
Fought in Georgia
By Legion Post

SAVANNAH. Ga. tUP)—A project started by a Savannah American Legion post may keep many
Insane persons in Georgia out of
jails
Indignant over the imprison,
nient-ot mentally sick patients be
cause there was no place' to send
them. the Gannam American Legion post established a psychiatric
ward in a local hospital:.
Legionnaires in other'cities. including Atlanta, are looking into
the 'idea and may do the same,
-Last -year Chatham (Savannah)
County had, no place to send its
mentally sick- for observation except behind the'baared cells of the
jail. Almost every other county in
Georgia is in the same .fix.
10 Days in Cell

• MiKe'l more of everything yaw
wont in a new refriperator. More
spate on the inside, more usable
space on Me new flat top/ more
freezer space, more moIst storage
space for vegetables and frvits, more
dollar value than ever before In a
dependable Frigidaire Refrigerator.

1
,
:Nr
-••••,..„‘„...f,
liirlr
7
Str,:t&
= - wdrifr- sa.

•

with all thiss• foattiros

‘IFY-a

milau.,

• Famous Meter-Mime
mechanism
• Exclusive Givickelse Trays aad
instant Cub* Release
•full- width, roller-bearing
Hydrator, glass-topped
• 1 -piece porcelain Interior
•tare* Super-Freezer

-

The Legion post checked dp
warV4,..
found that .a mentally
Miss Inez Byars was the dinner eran was kept behind bars ten
guest of Rev. and Mrs J. H. Thur- days before Chatham Caunty's
than Thursday evening. Mies Byars acy commission could commit him-Is an employee of the Merit Cloth- to a veterans' hospital.
In
Mayfield.
Civilians with mental disorders
••
Little Miss Annita Kimbro, Lye?). faced the same treatment before
Gruva;is visiting her grandparents, being sent to the state hospital at
Mr. and Mrs. Stoakley Stewart, of. Milledgeville unless, three relatives
signed a waiver permitting comMurray.
••
mitment.
Mrs. Tom Bynum remains . criticThe Savannah post raised 0.000
ally ill at her home. College Farm and turned it over- to St. Joseph's South
rood West Murray.
Hospital.
••

More Frigidaire Reftipreters
serve In mor• American
homes Ikon any other make.

$239.75

Model MJ-7 shown
other MJ models
from

"Ri(

Johnson AppiancelCompany
Phone 56

Side Square

4110

I

ON THE AIR

FT:

TOMORROW
•

/

r'
•
Tv.

qami

1340 ON EVERY DIAL
011101”

FEATURING
The Latest ASSOCIATED PRESS NEWS-9 Times Daily
WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Local Live Talent Shows

Continuous Broadcasting From 6:00 A. M. to 11:00 P.I.
•••••,

•
••
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subiger

and Save Money

any
it.

J
\.
ROWLAND Refrigeration Sales and
Service. New and usecrequipment.
Experienced. Money back guarantee. Phone 993-J. Hazel Highway,
one block south of Sacamore
Street.
Jy7c

For Sale

MAIN STREET
'MOTOR SALES
Use Our

GM
Monthly
Payment
• Ma.
'
i
tft

1-1939 CHEVROLET

41111

orewceoccren.•
Only you can
PREVENT
FOREST FIRES!'

Strvices Offered

Notices

1-1937 CHEVROLET

11811111sb

' YOUNGEST IN FIELD Thirty-two -year-old Igor
MONUMENTS
Buketoff, recently appointed
Murray Marble and Granite Works,
of the Fort
East Maple St., near Depot. Tele-' .conductor
, Wayne, Ind., Philharmonic
phone 121. Porter White arid L. 1)
Orchestra, is the youngest
Mtf
Outland, Managers
---permanent conductor of a
FOR SALE-Ideal home, 5 rooms,
philharmonic gros:_p !n the
large attic. good well. 2-car garage,
U. S. Be is it1. present on a
nice garden. new stables; over 3
European concert tour.
acres of good land. Next door
Kirksey,
Gingles,
north of Hugh
Ky. Reduced to $4,000.-Orvis McGee, owner.
JYTP

Cash prizes will be awarded this
WE REPAIR TYPEWRITERS and year to the best kept stations and
ADDING MACHINES - Kirk A. flower gardens of British railways,
MU with over 1,000 contestants. Special
Pool & Cu. Phone 00.
allowance will be made for handicaps in "blitzed" areas.

3-1940 CHEVROLETS

t

a

FOR RENT-2-room furnished apartment downstairs. Private enequipped.
trance.
Eteatrica/ty
Working couple or girls preferred.
J u30c
Call 539-W.

later
'

t

FOR SALE-Sewing machine, cabMeta, radio, canned fruit and jars.
Jylp
306 South 4th St..

I

than 'Charles, .'cause I'd have a
better chance against Lesnevioh."
Which is a pretty fair indication
that Charles, *ice he gets- the
green light, might wind up as the
new million dollar mauler. Certainly he has the stuff. Recent knockout victims have been such top
ranking heavies as Jimmy Bivins,

f

for

-Ride now and pay

ne 56

114
m m Rig Eli

For Rent

. 41.0JED CARS
• .11kRES
Si4OPWORK

Charles is hard to hit with a right Ej•tha Self and family one day last
hand. It that bad? or it seems week.
Mrs. Richard Self and daughter,
that so was a fellow named Louis
ACKOSII
33-Having no tone
and be managed to get . atoag. ,The Pearl. visited Pete Self and family
34-Ibsen heroine
1-Animal. foot
39-Plag-maker
ORA MA
Charles' knockout record indicates one evening last week.
4-Portal
37-Carpet from
Mrs. Bytha Self of Murray, Route
AMMUM imam
-he'll do a little cleaning and pres6-Plows out
India
38-Cologne's river
12-Land measure
atiou TIEVArr
5, was pleased to meet Li good
sing
himself-and
you
don't
fake
13-Affected manners
40-City in Germany
sons,
OEM HEM-43
41-Lucifer
14-Away from wind
things like Ezzard's fatal kayo cit friend, Mrs. Hasford and three
FU tiM41-a Mar314.9M
IS-Church spires
43-Part of church
while she was at Dover, recently.
Sam
Baroudi
in
Chicago
four
shelter
17-Camper's
45-Turf used as fuel
0-s003 EORD
-Blondie
18-High tableland
46-19hears
Pr 2.1_911120111 ROWQ
Elmer Ray. Lloyd Marshall and months ago
19-Depends
60-Great Lake
51-A
long
staff
20-Appears
MUUU2 URROM Fritzie Fitzpatrick, Biyens _ once Charles' real weakness, if any,
NO MORE GLARE
52-Owing
23-Drift
OR A
OMQV T AL
was regarded as the next boss man is for gaudy clothes. Ezzard has
25-Clirt's name
53-Spanish nobleman
NE
T
MN3g E I
(UP)--tilareiess autoBOSTON
26-Biblical name
64-Pilled with
•
and Ray, the violent one, was no more than 100 suits- And, if he
wonder
27-Little de‘11
S±
Z1
- 40
'Ash over. A lot of people - derid- gets a chance, he'll probably have mobile headlights are to be seen
61-Dined
30-Corrupt
ed him, because he was oa- the a new hat. One Which bears the on highways everywhere soon, ac2
*
cording to a Cambridge scientist.
'I 3
I
6 q
a
wrong side of the managerial label:
In-Dance
step
•
3-ArtinGO
Dr. Edin H. Land says use of a
tracks. But he could fight
13
"Heavyweight champion of the
,4
3-Tiny
•:.
new polarizer'tan do it. Contain.4-Yawns
world
"
Charles
was
signed
yesterday to
6-Troubles
ing only carbon and hydrogen, the
'b
1
6-Doctors
battle Bivins at Griffith Stadium.
new polarizer "combs out" th,e'
4-S-shaped worm
Washington,
on
August
2.
8-Consumed
glare
Crooked
News
lull
1-Mixings
Charles never was defeated as
10-To twist out of
!
J,,
,13 14
shape
10
24 2%
an amateur, winning 42 fights as
11-Places
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Self and
/
he grabbed a hatfull rof honors
,
.
16-Ant
TRUCK BODY
, 24 29
,, /
'
*Z"
7'
:5
daughters and Mr. Crate Bonet
19-Saucy
:2'
including
the
golden
gloves
and
20-01rl's name
visited at Dover, Tenn., Monday.
BUILDERS
senior
of
Seth
AAU
21-Son
middleweight
;a/,/ya
crown.
51
33
So
and Mrs. Nick Wyatt visited
22-To arouse
Eledric,
Acetylets•
A
Georgia-born
Negro, he was put
24-Creeks
Mr .and Mrs. Pete Self and daugbea
!•,•1
36
11
26-Boon
through high school by his grandWELDING
_tars, 'Czirrie and Clara Peat, &liarMt-Female horse
mother and' started fighting at 14.
-.
I -•
29-To schema
0
30
Master-Mix Feeds
31-Ireland
He wag- only 16 when he turned
33-Fertile places
Joe Dick • McNutt visited in the
Grinding and Miiig
in desert
professional40
., i .el
36-Walrus
hinme of Mr. Pete Self and family
A good puncher. and a fast hit- Friday evening.
39-Dislikes
See
7
45
4,
violently
ter. Charles gradually grew into
40-Ancient chariot
Kr.
and
Mrs.
Edison
Kimliro
and
41-Went swiftly
a light heavyweight and currently)
3
0 51
51
50
sons visited Ms. and Mt=s, Pete
42-Pert to aircraft
Hazel, Ky.
scampering after Lesnevich, with-,
44-Heap
Self and 'daughters, Sunday.
-Mineral
spring
34
46
53
out much sueeess. But if -Gus goes
47-Harem room
ptii.
Ada
McNutt visited Mrs.
up for grabs against Walcott, then
,
48-Wheel Dock
POW by I. Mal Flive lb*,las
49-To Observe
there won't be much left to do except name Ezzard the leader of
the light heavies.
.
Direct Route Kentucky to Michigan
And that will put him right In
Fastest Time-Thra Bases-Shortest Route
line Liar -a- ghat at the big title.
AB Beats Reser.ed - Radio for Your Pleasure - Pillow Service
By OSCAR FRALEY
down the heavyweight trail it's Which means, if he doesn't add
Daily Schedule - Lv. Murray 1'1:00 a m., Ar. Detroit 5:45 a.m.
much
to
his
current
178
"blackout
pounds,
Press
Sports
24-year-old
boy"
Writer
the
United
Fare $10.05, without tax - Make Seat Reservations Early
that
Charles
will
be
And,
while
it
just
about
from Cincinnati,
For Information Call
one
NEW YORK. June 30. tIt
fight
away
from the top vamight be a bit strong to say that
M ray Bus Terminal
Paducah Bus Teulninal
The maneuvering had started to- Lesnevich has been dodging him, cated by Mister JoePhone 45
Phone 604
day to make a belated presenta- certainly it was odd that Gus
Some people will tell yiou that
tion of the world heavyweight preferred to risk his lightheavy
championship to New Jersey-via crown against Englan.l's
a September title bout between Freddie Mills.
RICKMAN
'
S
Jersey Joe Walcott and light
Ciliates has his heart set first
heavyweight champion Gus Les- on winning the light.- heavyweight
GROCERY
nevich.
title. After that he'll turn to the
But whether it be Lesnlvich or bigger boys.
WE DELIVER
4 to Page- In Duplicate
Walcott, whose luster was dimThere are a lot of points on his
Six Days a Week
med by Joe Louis in the champ's side At 24 he still is 'caging his
USE WHERE A
GOOD FOR
finale, it is a temporary arrange- way into the heavyweight divisCALL US
ment. For no matter -Which one ion. Then, too, youth is on his
f these aging gladiators gets the side and, a big item, he is the
RECEIPT.IS REQUIRED
for your Grocery needs
"award" he'll only be holding it cgoice of Louis, himself.
In escrow for a lad named Ezzard
LEDGER 8t TIMES
1.• PHONE 788-J
"I think Charles Is the best
Char14.
heavyweight around," Louis deFor if there is anybody in sight dared "I'd rather fight Lesnevich
a.
Sarammermainamminsmamm.
ANa511.1 TO Par1/101AI P1,7.71.11

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

FOR SALE-One John Deere pow
er hay baler With 6 h.p. Wiscon
sin molar practically new. One
10-foot rake in good condition. See FOR GUARANTEED Permanent
J. U. Brannon, RFD 3, Puryear, Metal Weatherstripping or blown
Jylp insulation installed by experts call
Tenn.
H. M. Scarborough, 1021 or 409-J.
FOR SALE: No 40 Allis Chalmer Rock Wool and Weatherstrip Co.,
Combine. A 1 condition. See B. 105 Gatlin Building, Murray,
Jy 17c
W. Edmonds, Room 114, Gatlin Ky.
Jylp
Building.
COPPER TUBING FOR SALE-175
feet in one piece. Faucet on one
end and 3-4" fitting up other end.
Ju30c
Call 374-M.

morid.

.1111:11li

1

CARD OF THANKS We wish io thank oili• - !many
ALVAH taaLLOWAY SAWMILL
now located in Alma All kinds friends for their wonderful exJla21P pressions of kindness to us during
of lumber fur sale.
the saddest hours caused by the
PHONE 59
WE SPECIALIZE in COUNTRY sudden death of our brother, Ira
206 East Main Street
plate L. tugrzim.
HAM, steaks, chops and
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
We deeply appreciate etery act
J. B. Watson Rudy's Restaurant.
J. 0. Patton
U of kindness - including consoling
---- words, prepared food, the beautiful
- -floral designs and tge- ,aind expressions in cards of sympathy.
May the Lord reward you for
For your Barbecue Sandwiches and Sandwiches of
your deeds of kindness, is our sinall kinds, and Soft Drinks
cere praYer-Mr. and Mrs. S H.
LYNN GROVE. KY.
Mrs.
obe
Palmer. and sister.
Owner
Ronald Crouch,
Perry:

Several other models to
choose from

....r7,
23

MORGAN & CO.

BROOKS BUS LINE

Today's Sports Parade

RECEIPT BOOKS
ANY

By Ernie Bushrniller

A Preview

NANCY

•
•

Stop at RONNIE'S CAFE

BOY-- I WON A
BOTTLE OF
BUBBLE-BATH

Murray Live Stock Cripa
The Best Market in

West Kent

AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner

SALES EACH TUESDAY Al 2:GO O'CLOCK
SALES REPORT FOR JUNE 29, 1948
962
Total head sold
Good Quality Fat SWAT'25.00- 28.50
24.00- 27.50
Baby Beeves
18.00- 21.00
Fat Cows
10.00- 17.50
15.00- 22.00
75.00-195.00
Milk Cows, per head
30.00
Best Spring Lambs
Medium Spring Larphar. 22.00- 28.00
12..00- 20.00
Throwouts
_

Canners

Fancy Veals

26.00

No. 1 Veals

25.00

N. 2 Veals
Throwouts

22.00
6.00- 21.00

YOUR AUMT IS HIDING
YOU HERE-BECAUSE YOU

AUNT JO WANTS
YoUVE NICETO PROTECT ME
FROM YOUNG MENAND YOU'RE
OUTSIDE THIS WALL- PRETTY-WHO MIGHT PRETEND TO LOVE ME
WHEN ALL THEY
REALLY WANT IS
LMY MONEY.

ARE THE RICHEST GIRL
:
7
IN THE WORLD

and Cutters

BUN

:*

Candid Opinion

ABBIE an' SLATS

HOGS
27.25

180 to 290 pounds

22.00 Down

Sows

.0;
AM AS
SEEMS TO ME ANY
PRETTY AS
FELLA WOULD SE
GLAD TO LOVE YOU- OTHER GIRLS.
MIGHTY GLAD-EVEN
IF YOU DIDN'T HAVE
THE PRICE OF A MACKEREL AND MACKEREL
ARE CHEAP-MIGHTY
OHEAP.

DO NADU REALLY THINK
SOMEONE COULD LOVE
ME - JUST FOR
MYSELF?

•

.
Mt

1

• #•

hir

e.:

oiCA

THE

ANNUAL

FOURTH

JULY

4iP

Celebration

Tat

tO

P,

Oe --A

4.4[MIX
By Al Capp

They Always Return to the Scene

LI'L ABNER

at

I

,w‘t•W
•40.s

*F7,44:16.4
e
e 040

Miller Cross Roads will be held

Saturday, Ju1y43

WHL1FFO
HOORAY!! S ALL TM'

WAR C014E.

LA
AZ
WIGA if

An all day program will be put on by artists from Radio Station WTPR
of Paris, and Mid-West Melodiers of Radio Station KFUO, St. Louis.
Local talent is also invited for that day.
A two-hour broadcast from band stand in Grove by direct wire, over
•
Station WTPR.

CHILE!kSIGHt*
THAR'S BIN A LOT 0*
ADAM
ZONGA
IMMY-TAY-SHLMS
EATED
SiNCE HE LEF 7:4-5
Evi
XCH ED? mta' MAPPINICIA 1>
Y'ARS AGOWHO IS
P4 THESE PARTS ii BUT ADAM LAZONGAADAM
THAN YO' CD
HE WERE.TH'111111TI°
LAZONGA? SHAKE A STICK
ALL Tat; REST WERE
AT! ME Wit-Jar-ATM ICallE.AP
HOW T WOO-,J I M MY-TAY-SHUNS!
DOGPATEN
STYLE ft i "1.-.:"'"

A$l-1(114/ lthAQl TO )HE

4E5 OF MY EARLY TRIUMPHA tW WAS
HERE THAT I STARTED THE.
CAREER TNAT TOOK HE ALL OVER

LADIES

-..,-• .111-•

THE WORLD,AND WON rir_ SO
MANY LOVING CUPS fa

V

Cold drinks, eats, including fish with coffee will be in abundance.
Iced water will be available FREE.
ADMISSION: Adults

50c.

Children 25c

J. M. THOMAS and W. W. PERRY, Sponsors
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Wingate On

I
TEENItAGE GUN
MOLL'S- PLEAD WITH
BANDIT FRIENDS

lding

1

By HENRY .1. WINGATE
the sargace of the ground should
Nationally- Known Architectural slope away from the building
Engineer
I At least 18 inches of clearance
should be allowed between the
With the advent of the base- ,
, arollnd and wood framing or other
mentless house, the term "crawl{ material
•
subject
to
attack by
is a familiar one in the termites, or m tal termite guards
space
CiliCA CO'
. June 29. (UPI—Two
a
housing field. but few home-own- should
be part Of,
‘ the construction
teen-aged gun molls. whose baners fully
understand what it Every section of athe crawl space
1 dit boy-friends have eluded one of
means or how much damage to jhe
should be readiW s accessible for
Chicago's biggest manhunts, plead-1
house must be prevented in this inspection of moist* conditions
ed with them by radio today to
type of construction,
and termite damage. Allowing acgive themselves up
Meanwhile, police searched nor-1 Crawl space is that area be- cessibility in the area where unthem n Illinois and southern WS- I neath a building where there Is derground equipment. is\ installed
eonsin resort area for three young ; no basement and the first floor is Is not enough. At least or4, of the
openings should, be
bandits still at large The fourth raised above the surface of the ventilator
member of the gang was seized , ground The space may be only a large enougkrtd- permit a mans
1foot or two, or several feet, in body to enter.
yesterday.
a
•The gang held up a suburban height However, sufficient headgambling Joint Saturday and shot room should be provided so worktwo policemen in a wild chase men can move about in the area,
the purpose of which is to give
in a_ stolen car
By John S Cardeer, Kentucky
The radio appeal was made access to plumbing. wiring and
over a local station by Dolores other equipment beneath the floor. College of Agriculture and Home
AnderSon. 17. and Shirley Fred-1 It is highly important that r all Economics,

The Garden

BEACHED — Sunning herself on the beach, radio actres:
Barbara Eiler wears a Striking, three-piece play suit of rec
and white pigne.- The matching shorts and bow-tied bra
are topped by a short-sleeved knee-length beach coat
-

Cost Of Living 'Unnerved Italian
Rip Van Winkle
•

I Giudict then

a

20-.ye;r-old con-

federate of a notorious baincht of
the 1890's. was captured by police
and sentenced to hie imprisonment
As a dangerous criminal, he
was taken to • the tiny island of
•
Procida to serve, his sentence All
MILAN. June
M (UP)-aAh newspapers were kept from him.
Italian Rip Van
,nkle came back and he never heard a radio
to life today-and t. cost of living a •
Recently he was reprieved Tounnerved him
day he stepped -'out into Milan
Fifty-four y, a"5 ra.:0 5.7.73- 1". G1U . He hak known rarhing of modern
life except that a prison guard
let him
' duriag the war once
-Ftaang Fortress
• Efa
pass over the aland
Service on

Din Electric _Co.
RADIOS

ELECTRIC MOTORS
WASHING

1-

MACHINES.

Anything Electric

Acro•:s from Postoffice
• PHONE 879

He was amazed that automobiles
had replacsa horses, and cornplained mat he was nearly run
everyone is in such
i tees.- .'because
a hurry
"And I paid 20 lire for a street
a- ticket." he complained -Why.
nen I went away I could buy a
ar of pants' and' a coat and a
at shirt—all of them—for that
a Lich

I

SPILLMAN GROVE
,

endill. 19. who bragged to the
neighbors that their boyfriends
were "tough guys"
Dolores' appeal was addressed
to Jerry Mnacek. 21
"I want you in one piece. dart,
ing. not a millioaa' Dolores said.
"I will stick by You. Jerry, and
no matter how long it takes. I'll
always be around when •yosi need
me"
'Shirley made a similar appeal
to George Mudra, 23 She promised
to wait for him, and asked him to
surrender for her sake.
Both girls were bleached blonds
Both were stenographers and both
were proud of their trigger happy
boyfriends But when police seized them, the girls quickly "aquealed -

crawl space be adequately venulateu to avoid moisture (-cinderssation beneath the .house and resuiting rotting wood flooring or
structural members. Moisture is,
extremely
prevalent
when the
space is not ventilated, or when
ventilator openings are not large
enough. Crass-vent:lotion should
be provided se that air can circulate freely.
Ventilator.openiags should measure two souare feet for each
100 feet of building perimeter and
they should be unscreened by
shrubbery.
To further avoid accumulation
of moisture beneath the house,

4 Miles North of Mayfiels1 "4
- AL SY Route 45

5-ilt
MONDAY, .11.1LY--

Ordinarily, the answer .would'be
chemical nitrogen, as in nitrate - of
soda or ammonium nitrate, but
these are virtually unobtainab'e.
However, complete fertilizer may
be used for the nitrogen it contains A 3-9-6 is all right, but a

itlie first

figures would bebetter. The only .
difference in using it is that more
is needed; one pound of fertillaer
being used for 20 plants.
CAULIFLOWER: — As -soon "as.
there is the sign of the "flower
starting. it should be shaded with
a tent made of the .4our lowest
leaves pinned togethee with
a
toothpaek o ra matchstick. If thisla neglected. the flower 'becomes
tinted, with lilac and tends to break
into branches.- It also will tie
strong in flavor.
Broccoli:—Those who are growing broccoli for the first time
should know that it is the blossombud clusters tha tare used air food
wh:le they are still tight shu•
Left too long, these buds open. la
,sembling those of wild mustard.
Side-dressing is practically valuable here, for when the weather beconies warns, bud forming entirglY
stopat..
.„
DDT:, This miracle'weedkiller
has little use in a vegetable garden
as the vegetables are all broadleaved pia* However, a gardener may save',himself 5ome weeding
in beans or "In other vegetable,
whose seeds aee laige enough- to

),
be covered one "half inch ch-e!
by spraying .with \IIDT a 12-inch
strip to both sides o. the line used
to lay out the , row. IMMEDIATELY after the seed has'heen sown.
If the soil is left unstirred, three
should be little if any \throuble
throughout the life of th
\...
asegetable

•

FRENCH AND FABULOUS—Fashioned of softest black antelope,and embroidered with strass in a modernistic scroll
pattern, this fabolous glove was designed by Alexandrine of
Paris for wear with strapless formal gowns. The glove is
I finished with a clever shoulder strap. It sells for—catch
your breath-05.
-

Read the Ledger tic Times Classified Ads

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS. \

They gave the police The names
of the bandits and told what they
kneali of the gang's activities.
The thin l
bandit at large is
Ernest Filbab, 21
The one captured yesterday is Jerry Malek,
27. seized in a raid on his southside home.
Malek was charged
with assault to commit murder and
was held on 5100.000 bond, forean attempt by his lawyer
to get him freed on a writ of
habeas corpus
Law enforcement authorities of
Kenosha county, Wis . thought they
had the other three trapped in the
southern
Wisconsin
woods last
night and staged a raid on an
aaelated cottage But the cottage
was found unoccupied
Previously, police believed they
had the bandits trapped Saturday
night in a stone quarry near McCook. 111 More than 100 police,
eight airplanes and bloradhounds
..converged on the area, but the bandits slipped through the cordon

• College Launches
Program for Farm,
Home Improvement

Continuous from 10:00 A. M. to 5:00 P. M.
Admission: 30c and 60c

Tax Incl.)

.

40•

1101RE2T FROM
r1HQLLV WOOD

(
311 SePtEENIS
PtOIAANT

eowlIONt

-

Plans for inaugurating the Keiltucky Farm i and Home Development PT...Vn have_ been-announced. by the College of Agriculture,
and Home Economics, University
of Kentucky.
To be started in two 'Western
Kentucky counties, the
program
will include detailed plans for the
general improvement of the farm
and the .farm home. As explained
by T.- R Bryant, assistant director
of the college's Extensibn Service.;
"Certain fartns whose owners wish
to participate in the program will
be,studied in detail and a plan of
farm and home development extending over several years will be
worked out. -Taking into account
The resources of the -farmer, including soil. ego:per-lent and buildings.
the progrIm will endeavor to determine the kinds of crops, livestock
and other operations needed to give
the best returns.
"Attention will be given to crop
rotation of cover crops, use of manure, terracing, drainage' ancf other
methods of improving the soil.
"The farm home will be given
prominent emisideration in the program
Needed improvements will
be determined arid plans made for
installing them
"An essential feature of the program will be the fact that the farm
and theafarm home will be under
definite unified plan of improvement
_
Mr. thyant -saiid that only a few
farms Would be included in the
program at this time. Other farms
it be added as the' program develops.
SCIENCE IS WONDERFUL
LORAIN, 0
UP
The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad has a new
icel marvel that picks up
.20-ton coal cars and dumps •i-hem
aboard ship at the rate of one a
'minute B and-0 engineers say the
electrically- operated crock needs
only a penny's worth of current to
dump five' tons of coal

•

Because of cool weather and cold
ground gardeners who use poultry
manure for
side-dressing
have
notted a sluggish response For pour
try manure to break down and beCome nitrogen pll.nt food, warm
temperatures are needed. Such
crops as cabbage, cauliflower and
broccoli, which make their best
growth before the weather gets
hot. may need help.
_

— Walser nitrogen -.content

PICNC._ GROUNDS

PURCHASE

d'e
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WE SELL

McCUISTON'S
Auto Electric
PHONE ions

RUBBER STAMPS

Murray, Ky. RFD 5

a
.

Ledger & Times

odado ol

mat

The revolutionary NEW Ford is on display in our
showrooms right now! It's the newest, smartest car we've ever
sold, this completely different NEW Ford in your future!

rs

•I •I

Picture Winaow %malty

Come in toddy. Let us show you the '49 Ford's "dream car"
silhouette . . . 59"; more rigid "Lifeguard" Body . . . wider
seats ... and "Picture Window" Visibility
the features
you want! You'll agree . . . here's "The Car of the Year!"

,more than 20 swam feetof glass,
to make driving lea pleasanter and
safer.

Evert-As row window Is wind-

shield IsT#141

agic Acton
K;ng-Size
Brakes
You ride on "Hydra -Coil" Front Springs and "Para-Flex"

S
... with 35% more braking power
stop the new Ford on a dime, at a
qone
,
tip-toe touch. Th.
of the reasons

har Springs, for extra comfort.

it's a sweetheart a-drive.

IV Ship"fde ... You ride

in the level center

section of ,the new Ford, where the going't smoothest.
.
—

. . . But why
should we tell yoti about them! Come in and
find out how much room there is on the new
Ford's sofa-wide seeitif

Billington-Jones Motor Co., Inc.
PHONE 170

211 MAIN STREET
Motor Tunes's), Starters,
Generators, Carburetors,
Magnetos and Rebuilt
Motors

Excited.Fora Dealer
.
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